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Write an article for a local newspaper, arguing that your town or village or city needs improvement.

Bolton is not the worst place in the world, but it is not the best place either. It has a premiership football team and is close to motorways, so it is easy to travel around. However, if you are sixteen, you want more things to do and Bolton does not really have them. I like to dance and mix with my friends. I also love ice skating. It is not possible to do either of these activities easily, though, because we are not provided with meeting areas like handily placed youth centres or ice rinks. It is hardly surprising we do so badly in the Winter Olympics. Many people agree with me and feel that the local council should apply themselves to giving us more of what we want.
A good youth centre, for example, would get teenagers off the streets and into doing something more worthwhile. As well as letting us let off some steam in the evening, the centres could organise trips out to other places nearby, so we could try different sports, play against other towns and cities and so on. They might even take us to the coast in the summer or to the countryside in the winter.
Having these opportunities would change many youngsters' attitudes. It might mean they would feel more positive about where they live and they might be more willing to contribute to charities and things like that. Instead of mugging little old men and stealing cars, they could sit in comfortable surroundings and drink coffee and tell their friends what is wrong with their lives. Parents would be happier too, knowing that their sons and daughters are safe.
So, I would say to all you readers that it is worthwhile to ask for more entertainments and centres to be provided. If we all put the council under pressure, I think they will change their policies and make Bolton an even better place to live. I am already proud of my town. If we all work together, we can make it even better.

Comments  This response never really sounds as if it is from a real newspaper ('I would say to all you readers'), but has other features which mean it is worth a C grade. Even though the candidate deals with just one angle (young people's needs), {here is some organisation: an introduction, paragraphs dealing with particular aspects (what is lacking, what youth centres could provide, the effect they might have), and a conclusion which links with the opening. There is also an effective final sentence. Most paragraphs have a topic sentence; and discourse markers link some ideas (e.g. 'for example, Having these opportunities... and 'So'}.
However, planning might well have been limited, because the candidate overlooks many possibilities offered by the title, such as how the town could be improved for a wider range of people; the paragraphs are generally of a uniform length, rather than being varied to support the subject matter; and at times some ideas do not seem to fit perfectly in a particular paragraph -for example, the sentence on parents at the end of the fourth paragraph seems a new idea which could be expanded and given a paragraph of its own.
The article might have benefited from the use of rhetorical questions; and there are no anecdotes or quotations. Although there are many details, there are no concrete examples, which would have added focus to the argument; but there is a touch of humour: 'instead of mugging little old men...

Write an article for a local newspaper, arguing that your town or village or city needs improvement.
Almost everyone who lives in Harrogate will tell you it's a good place to live: 'It's grand here. Smashing little place.' It is quiet, green and safe; the little shops sell us everything we might need, the shopkeepers have smiles, a cheery word and time to look after us properly; and it is even perfectly situated for travel around the north of England, close to the motorways and a main-line railway station. In many ways, it is West Yorkshire at its best. Who, then, could ask for anything more?
In all honesty, many Harrogate folk would like to see improvements. People are full of ideas about what could be done to make our haven much better, despite the generally positive feelings about the town. We pay our council taxes, so perhaps the council should listen to our concerns?
First, more senior residents need some sort of centre to visit and spend time with friends. The cafes are too expensive for them, and most do not want to spend all day in the pubs. My grandfather will sit in Boons' Pub nursing a pint for over an hour, but he would prefer to be elsewhere. All that he and his friends need is a warm building with tea-making facilities and a few comfortable chairs. They must have earned that in their lifetime.
Meanwhile, their children, the parents of the town, repeatedly complain about the state of the park. They want things for their children: a skate park without vandals; playing fields without dog excrement; a safe environment for even the youngest toddlers. The council should invest in a park warden and should ensure the police are visible to prevent any problems. A community constable on the beat would produce massive improvements.
Finally, there are the teenagers. What do they want? Only a theme park, multiplex cinema, Hollywood Bowl... Of course, they currently complain there is nothing for them but street corners, bus shelters and windswept fields — and they are correct. If they do not want to stay at home and lose themselves in video games, they have no alternative but to linger outdoors and annoy others by their very presence. The world has moved on and the young expect to have entertainment close at hand. A theme park is rather optimistic, but they would be more content if they even had a coffee bar or club to head for in the evenings.
We only live once and we all have a right to enjoy our time here. Harrogate is excellent, but not perfect. 'Still, it wouldn't really take much to make it even better, would it?' said one old man. And he was right.
Comments  This response, which is convincing as an article for a local newspaper, is worth an A* grade. It is well organised with a positive opening, logical development through planned paragraphs and an effective ending that summarises the content and links back to the positive view of the town and the improvements that are needed.
Topic sentences are used throughout; the discourse markers join ideas smoothly and appropriately; and paragraph length is varied. The rhetorical question that constitutes paragraph 2 changes the drift of the argument, moving on to a critical viewpoint; and the final paragraph is short to hammer home {he message. Sentences and punctuation are appropriately varied.
Quotations are used in the first and last paragraphs, which contrast effectively; there are no anecdotes, but the image of grand-father in the pub is memorable; rhetorical questions are used sparingly; and there is a good use of humour, with the list of what the teenagers would like most.


Write the script of a talk to be given on radio, to persuade the listeners to become more involved in helping charities.
In Britain, we are living in a society that has a lot of money and where nobody needs to starve. People are paid well and most people have a job. Not everyone is living in a perfect state, but most of us have a roof over our head. It is easy to forget that not everyone is as lucky.
In the Third World, many people live very poor lives. They have to work all day for not much money and they cannot afford decent food or houses. Charities like Oxfam and Action Aid help them to help themselves, but we need to support the charities if they are to do that. An organisation like Water Aid only needs a small amount of money from each of us each month and they can provide wells and clean water. Can you think of a better cause? You should help them if you can.
What is more, even in England and Wales, some people still need support. There are some old people all on their own. The Salvation Army can help them. And there are drug addicts on the streets, with nowhere to turn. If we raise money for the charities that help them, we are doing our bit for our own society too.
It does not take much to be some kind of hero. My friend Katie did some fund-raising by doing a sponsored skip. We all thought she was crazy, but she managed to raise £85, which she gave to the St Mungo's Appeal, and will have made some poor people very happy over Christmas. You can even do a sponsored run, or hold a bring and buy sale. Every little helps.
It is better still if you get involved by helping to run the charity or actually care for others or deliver food parcels or even man the telephones. Doing work like that is better than sitting at home watching Easterners or some reality show with second rate celebrities on it. If you help, you will be a real star, not just someone who wants to be more famous.

Comments  This is a serious and sensible response, which has features that are appropriate for a radio talk. It is appropriately structured (our comfortable situation; then, problems abroad and at home, what we can do to help, and the personal rewards for helping); and it has a memorable ending. It might well persuade some listeners to help.
It also employs emotive language ('some old people all on their own' - which is one of several examples), rhetoric (Can you think of a better cause?'), and an anecdote about Katie. There is an attempt to use repetition for effect at the start of the final paragraph.
However, the persuasive techniques could have been more in evidence. Although there is some variety in sentence construction, many sentences are relatively short; and the vocabulary lacks some variety ('people is used repeatedly). The links between paragraphs are not always smooth and some ideas are not as precisely expressed as they might have been: for example, the final idea is appropriate but not expressed particularly effectively.
On balance, the response merits a top C grade.

Write the script of a talk to be given on radio, to persuade the listeners to become more involved in helping charities.
We take so much for granted in our lives. What we have, we hardly notice; what we lack, we desire. And yet we are the fortunate ones: we have a stable society, social care, heat and light, sanitation and houses, transport and employment, wages and pensions. If only everyone in the world could enjoy the standard of living that makes Britain such a comfortable place to live for almost all its citizens. And if only we in Britain would recognise our good fortune and begin to give more back to those in so much need.
What better way do we have to show our humanity than to become involved in charity work? It has its own rewards; we can reap our own benefits.
What is more, the organisations which look after the needy are crying out for volunteers and fund-raisers, and perhaps you could lend a hand. You could be the one the old lady smiles at when her meal arrives; or the one giving clothes to people who have a life on the streets and little more; or packing parcels to be distributed in any number of trouble spots around the world; or simply running a marathon to help research into cancer or Parkinson's disease.
Last Christmas, I took a step into the unknown and worked in a hostel for the homeless. It was grim, and the men who stayed there were broken. But they were grateful for a bed and some warmth and for just a few days they could escape the hell of their lives on the streets. I was part of making that happen - only a small part, but I would not have missed it for the world. And I know that other hostels need other
volunteers, and there is always a role for you, if you are prepared to give, rather than just receive.
The simple fact is that, whether you want to be directly involved or simply raise money, every charity will welcome your interest. But don't wait for tomorrow to contact someone; do it today. Later you might forget. Later, you might have changed your mind. 'Later' can sometimes mean 'never', which can mean a baby dies in Africa or a dog continues to be mistreated in Aldborough or a teenager cries in Altrincham.
Why not enrich your life by helping to make the world a better place and giving some of your energies to the world of charity? You can move clouds aside for others, see the sun shine down and feel its power in your own world too. It is an opportunity that is too good to miss!

Comments  This response is genuinely persuasive and includes a range of techniques: repetition for effect ('if only...', 'Later...'); examples of what can be done to help; the anecdote about marking in the hostel; rhetorical questions ('What better way..?') and a concluding exclamation; figurative language (You can move clouds aside...'); and emotive touches ('the men who stayed there were broken).
It is well structured, beginning with a positive view of our own society and ending with a vision of how we can make dreams come true for others. It has a variety of sentences and the vocabulary is highly effective. It is of A* quality.

Write a letter to your head teacher to offer advice on how your school should spend a grant of £100,000, which has just been received from the government.
Dear Miss Knowles,
Now that we have got the extra money from the government, 1 am writing on behalf of Year I I to tell you what we think you should do with it. £ 100,000 is a lot of money, and we think that if it is spent properly, there will be many benefits for the whole school.
We would like you to consider spending it in different areas - to improve the sports facilities, the computer room and the library. However, we also think the students would like some rest and recreation areas. We have some classrooms that are not often used. We would like to see those developed so we can use them as common rooms at break and lunchtime.
The sports hall needs new equipment, for gymnastics, volleyball and so on. If a chunk of the money is spent on improving it, the standard of fitness in the school might improve, which would be a good result. If more of the cash is spent on the dry play area and the fields, goalposts and cricket nets, then there is no doubt the school's sports results would improve too.That would help the school's reputation.
The computer room needs more printers and new mice, because students keep pinching the balls. Also, the library needs re-stocking and should have magazines each week, because that would encourage more students to go in there. Hey presto, our exam results would then start improving too.
Then, if we had common rooms as well, we would be out of the rain and better able to concentrate in lessons and we would not be hanging around outside in the cold. It would not cost much to provide drinks machines — which might even pay for themselves — and some games, like pool and darts boards. The students would then be much more positive about school and behaviour would improve.
So you see, if you spend the money in these ways, the school will be a much better place. We hope you take our ideas seriously.
Yours sincerely...


Comments  The response is worthy of a C grade. It gives a considerable amount of advice and explains the results that would come from spending the money in these ways. Although they are rather brief and lacking in striking detail, there is also an introduction and conclusion; and the response develops through clearly defined sections.
The response generally is logical but does not necessarily win round the reader to accept the advice. It lacks the subtlety that might make the advice more appealing: positive examples of what has happened in schools with similar situations, for example, or even the implication that the school would not be 'changed', but magically transformed.
The paragraphs are somewhat mechanical and are sometimes not linked effectively (for example, the third and fourth paragraphs); and the vocabulary is sometimes not appropriate (cash , 'chunk', 'pinching', 'Hey presto). Many sentences are simple and the final paragraph is particularly disappointing - it seems as if the candidate just ran out of time.

Write a letter to your head teacher to offer advice on how your school should spend a grant of £100,000, which has just been received from the government.
Dear Miss Knowles,
I am sure you will have no shortage of advice about what our £100,000 windfall should be spent on. On behalf of Year II, however, I have been asked to summarise our views on this matter, and we hope they will be of some interest to you. We have been in the school for five years and are aware of exactly what it needs most; and, in addition, many of our students have attended other schools in the past, so they have experience of how particular facilities and improvements can be of enormous benefit.
It will come as no surprise that our priority is a Year I I Common Room. That deserves financial support because it would remove some current and serious problems: foolish behaviour on the corridors by the troublemaking few; congestion in the yard; and students leaving the premises because there is nowhere for them to settle within the campus. To provide decorations, furniture and the conversion of the old gym, you will need to spend up to £20,000 on this development, but it will be money well spent.
Next, we strongly advise you to invest in sports equipment as this is in a chronic state. We can no longer play tennis using racquets with holes in them, or football without proper posts and nets. Our sporting results are already good, but improvements could make us the leading sports school in the area, and that would prove an uplift for the whole school -just remember the reaction in England after the Rugby World Cup. It is likely that the less academically inclined will respond really positively to these sports improvements. I am certain this advice will be supported by the PE and Special Needs Departments, as well as the main body of the school.
The remainder of the money can be put towards the new minibus - which should mean we will be able to buy it before the end of the year — and into computers for the library, which will help all those who go to the homework club each evening.
We feel that it is better to put significant sums of money into a relatively few projects, so that the impact is considerable, rather than spreading it thinly across a multitude of different good causes. We are confident that this makes good sense and hope that you will listen to our advice. Others will make suggestions to you, but we in Year I I have experienced five years in this school; we know which problems are the most important to address.
Yours sincerely,

Comments This advice is offered sensitively. It sets out to win round the headteacher with logic (implying throughout that the students know what they are talking about); gives a full explanation for each suggestion; strikes a positive tone ('we... are aware of what it needs most', '(lie feel...'); offers support (the PE Department and the Special Needs teachers); uses examples (the reaction when the World Cup was won) and effective details (racquets, goalposts and so on).
The introduction is impressive because it suggests that the advice will be based on sound knowledge, and the style is mature and convincing ('l have been asked to summarise...'). The different paragraphs develop logically ('Next..., 'The remainder...'); and the conclusion links to the introduction (We in Year 11 have experienced...'), again emphasising that the advice is worthy of consideration. Throughout, {here is mature control and variety in the sentences.
The response merits the award of A*.

Write informatively about a pastime you enjoy.
I love playing badminton. Once I have finished my homework each evening, I go straight down to my local sports hall. I am allowed to play badminton for as long as I want, provided no one else is waiting for a court. This is because I am a member of the Arnside Racquets Squash and Badminton Association.
I started to play when I was just six years old. My mum says I could always hit the shuttle but it did not usually go where I wanted it to. By the age of twelve, I was playing for the junior team and now I represent the seniors. I sometimes play singles when we have matches, and I am always In the doubles team.
We play matches all year round, because in our area there is no real 'season' for our sport. This means that once a month, on average, I play a home match and once a month I play away. That is always even more fun, because all the players in the team get on really well, and we have a laugh together. Once they even threw me in a swimming pool when we won our last match and avoided relegation. I think it was because I had done well, not because no one likes me.
I have won quite a lot of trophies. I was second in the county two years ago, m my age group, and have played in the national championships. Unfortunately I was knocked out early on. I had a cold and did not do well.
Anyway, in my bedroom there are twelve shields and some certificates framed on the wall. That is not to be big-headed, just because they inspire me to try even harder in the future.
Since I am so involved in badminton, I have little time to do anything else. My dad always says that isn't a problem, so long as I am enjoying what I do. My ambition is to play for England, and for Great Britain in the Olympics, and he approves of that, so I'll just keep on practising. I think that he is hoping I'll be able to get him lots of free tickets for the finals - but I just want to wear the team's track suit and win a gold medal.

Comments  This response informs and is sensibly organised. Relevant facts are used throughout and, because of the nature of the task, {here is personal response to accompany them. The information is suitably detailed and uses some more interesting touches, such as when {he writer was thrown into the pool and his father's dreams of free tickets for the Olympics. The final idea provides a neat conclusion.
However, {he language is fitting but 'everyday' rather than striking, the detail tends to be limited ('l had a cold and did not do uie(l') and the response tends to be mechanical rather than exciting. It would have benefitted from the use of rhetoric, detailed anecdote or even quotation. Sentences could also have been more varied and complex. In many instances, such as in the first paragraph, sentences could have been joined and developed, to be more effective.
The response is worthy of a C grade.

Write informatively about a pastime you enjoy.
Both in school and outside, I spend most of my spare time on drama of one kind or another. These are not the everyday dramas of teenage relationships and forgetting homework - though I have some experience of those too - but the more serious kind: acting, performance, productions.
I attend a drama group twice weekly, audition locally and appear in at least two major productions each year. I have appeared on television too, which means I now have an agent and am hoping to get an Equity card in the near future: that will show I have been accepted as a professional actor and it guarantees me proper rates of pay!
My drama group does not put on productions. It exists to teach skills and allows us to improvise and empathise. The advanced class has been together now for almost four years. We know each other well and that means we trust each other, and can open up emotionally without fear or embarrassment. Jude, our teacher, says, 'It's all cathartic,' which means it helps us get frustrations out of our systems. I think she's right, and I always get back home feeling much happier about life.
While the group ticks on smoothly, the productions just keep coming along too. There are always advertisements for people to audition for serious plays and musicals, and I have landed some challenging parts. I've been in Osborne's 'Luther' and Friedrich Durrenmatt's The Physicists'; and I've 'Doh, a deer'-ed in The Sound of Music' as well as being a sailor in 'HMS Pinafore'. My friends sometimes laugh at me about my passion for drama, but, apart from the constant thrill I get from assuming a persona other than my own, acting allows me to meet so many girls that I think I am the one who should be laughing.
People at school certainly sat up and took note when I was on television last year. I auditioned for a part in a documentary, and made my television debut in a re-enactment scene. The programme was called 'Premature Burial' and was about what happens when someone is diagnosed 'dead' but is really still alive. I played a Russian boy whose uncle was run over by the secret police but survived. Mine was only a small part, but it helped me attract an agent, who has since got me various auditions for advertisements. Performing in these can be very lucrative so now I have another reason to develop my acting skills: my aim is to be famous and very rich by the age of 21!
While I am waiting for fame to call, I shall keep on doing what I have been doing because it seems to be my whole life. At times, I lose interest in other school work, but I have to persevere, because I shall almost certainly want to go to stage school or drama college, and the GCSEs will be essential.
Of course, if I am picked for the next Coca-cola advert, I shall have to think seriously about paying someone to do the exams for me...

Comments  This response is very informative, well structured and interesting. It informs the reader about the writer's three areas of dramatic involvement, puts them into perspective by
shoaling that school is still important, and then moves to a humorous conclusion. The language is assured and mature ('cathartic', 'Equity card', 'lucrative', 'persona') and the range of sentence types is always securely controlled.
There is unusual but imaginative expression ('"Doh, a deer" -ed'), quotation, reference to plays and productions and a lively honesty throughout ('l meet so many girls'). Rather than producing a passionless response, this is information which draws the reader in with its enthusiasm and originality.
The response merits an A* grade.

Explain how you have dealt with difficult situations that have arisen in your life.
Everything that goes wrong for me seems to be connected to my friends. If there is a problem at school or at home, I have to sort it out by getting my friends sorted out first. That is just the way it goes.
Take getting to school on time. I always get up early, but then my mates come round to the house late, so we get to school late. I get into trouble from my parents if the school gives me detention, so I have to try to talk to my friends and make them understand what is happening. I even end up going to school on my own sometimes, when they look like letting me down. On occasions, I might have to grab a lift from Marcie who lives next door, and I don't like her parents at all. That's how serious it is.
My friends also used to get me into trouble when we were out at nights. Once or twice, the police were involved. It came about because we were hanging around the old people's bungalows, and they hated it because they thought we were going to break in and steal all their Abba CDs or throw bricks through their windows. Anyway, my parents made my life a misery again and grounded me for about a million years, so I told my friends we had to find a new place. Now, we usually have a laugh just down the road from the police station, which is quite ironic, really.
The worst problem I have ever had, though, was when I got a really nice girlfriend called Suki. and she said I had to choose between my mates and her. She didn't like them. She said they were a bad influence. One night she just said, "All right, what's it going to be?" I've never liked being told what to do, so I said I was just going to do what I felt like. That sorted out the problem straight away, because she left and I haven't been out with her again.
Overall, I believe I can deal with problems with my friends and can usually sort things out without making situations worse. Now, my friends are becoming more sensible all the time, so there are less likely to be problems in the future.
Comments  This response is of C grade standard. It is structured, the paragraphs are linked and it has a clear introduction and conclusion, which are linked through the reference to friends and the problems they cause. There is both cause and effect. Each situation is explained, we learn why it has come about and how the writer has reacted to it.
However, the response uses mostly relatively casual expression ('mates', 'Take getting to school on time), though 'ironic' is used correctly and {here is humour concerning {he Abba collections. In general, we feel as if the writer is talking to us in a friendly and fluent way, rather than demonstrating high quality skills. For example, note the repetition of sort out at the beginning - it would have been better to find an alternative expression. Also, sentences are often simple and, although speech is included, the punctuation otherwise consists only of commas and full stops.

Explain how you have dealt with difficult situations that have arisen in your life.
Problems rarely have a simple solution, and that has been true of the main difficulties that I have had to face in my life. Looking back, I can identify two situations which caused me heartache and sleepless nights. Both of them were important because they concerned not only my own happiness, but also that of others.
Firstly, I had to cope with a grandmother who was living with us, and dying. She did not have any disease the doctors could cure; rather, she seemed to give up the will to live after a fall that rendered her unable to walk, and she just faded away, over the course of almost two years. She also developed cataracts that she refused to have treated and she eventually just about stopped eating. I had to be bright and cheerful around her and, increasingly, try to forget about her when I was studying or trying to sleep. It was the only way to survive, to support my parents and continue to care for my grandmother. I somehow managed to keep on top of my schoolwork and helped my parents by doing many of the 'things they no longer had time for, like gardening. This also kept me occupied, and my mind engaged.
It seems cruel, but when she died I could relax, because I knew I had survived. I loved my grandma, but, by the end, I was getting through the ordeal by treating her as a problem, rather than as a person.
The second major problem was when one of my friends, Alicia, died in a car crash and my best friend blamed herself for what had happened. She had allowed Alicia to go home with her boyfriend, even though he had been drinking, and he crashed his motorbike: neither of them survived. My friend had a terrible few weeks, crying and saying it was all her fault. AII I could do was be there for her. I felt close to despair at times, but I listened, and tried to make her see Alicia had made her own decision - she should not blame herself.
Gradually, I persuaded her to go out again. I even arranged a date for her with my cousin and this was a starting point. She re-entered the real world. I did not feel proud but I felt relieved and glad that her improvement was partly down to something I had done.
I know that I have come through two testing times, but it is never possible to feel secure, is it? There will always be another problem, another decision to make, another person needing help. Then we have to start dealing with it all again.

Comments  This is an A* response, which handles two harrowing situations sensitively and confidently, die have the situations presented and explained, and there is a strong sense of the writer engaged with the incidents and engaging us, as readers (it is never possible to feel secure, is it?'). The writing is detailed and the problems are developed so that we are aware of exactly how it felt to be involved and why she handled them as she did.
The control of language is mature throughout: there is variety of punctuation, sentences and vocabulary, ideas are linked and we progress from the introduction to the conclusion seamlessly, feeling that we have learnt a great deal from and about the candidate.


Describe a place where you spend much of your time.
Most of my life out of school is spent in the local park. That might not sound very interesting, but the park is where all my friends meet, and it has different parts, because it is so big. We can play around in the
adventure playground, with its skateboard section; we can play football on any of the fields, or in the arena. We can have a laugh at people on the pitch-and-put course; or we can just frighten the ducks down by the lake.
Sometimes, when we are on the rides and swings, we must look like young children again, but we don't care. There's a slide that's about ten metres high, there's a roundabout that turns us into a blur, and a brilliant rocker that takes eight of us. We throw it forwards and back and you can hear the girls screaming at the other side of the park.
We go on the pitches too, but they are always full of mud which oozes over your trainers and makes the knees of your jeans stick to your legs. Of course, at weekends the nets are up and teams pour into the park to play league matches. There are blues and reds and whites everywhere, and people chanting.
At weekends, too, we hang around the pitch-and-put course, because it's even funnier than the bowling greens. Many of the old men playing bowls are actually quite good, even if they do all wear flat caps, but the pitch and putters mostly haven't any idea at all. On sunny days, there are kids running around pushing golf balls ahead of them (thirty hits to get to the green), women swinging and missing and men smashing the bushes about trying to find their missing ball. It's brilliant.
I know that the park seems like a strange place to spend all your time, but it's better than just watching television, and it's not all the same. In fact, when the fair comes in summer and it's full of frying onions and rides, it's one of the best places in the world.

Comments  This response describes the different parts of the park and what goes on there, and the candidate has included use of the senses: what you see, hear (screaming, chants,) touch (the oozing mud) and smell (onions). The candidate responds to the title by reflecting on why he enjoys this place.
It is structured sensibly, moving from one area to the next, and has an introduction and conclusion.
There is little imagery, though, with just the metaphor 'turns us into a blur'. The vocabulary is appropriate and suitable, but not particularly effective: 'brilliant rocker', 'it's brilliant'. The response would have benefited from more variety in expression and from the inclusion of some
speech, similes or anecdotes. It fulfils a function, without ever being exciting or especially interesting. The mention of the fair at the end seems like an idea that has been added on, but it might have provided more interesting material for the writer if it had been extended.
Overall, the response merits the award of grade C.


Describe a place where you spend much of your time.
Many places in which we spend a good deal of our time offer little of real interest: the local shops, the city centre, the bus shelter at the end of the road. We tend to think of our everyday environment with a shrug, and although we know these places have features, we often no longer register them, because we know them so well. However, when you also spend a good deal of your time somewhere very different, that place can seem to exist in more vibrant colours and offers more distinct impressions. This is the case for me with Croyde in North Devon.
My family and I do not only go to Croyde because it has such a beautiful beach, although that is one of its attractions. The sand stretches soft and long and yellow around the bay, and the sea lures surfers from all over the country. We love the crashing waves, the grasses rustling in the sand dunes and the water courses running down from the hills, across the beach and into the sea; but there is more to Croyde than the beach...
At the end of the road to the coast lies Ruda, a camping and caravan park like no other. It is spotlessly clean, and it includes a leisure complex that should be a template for other such sites around the country. There are numerous bars, entertainment daily for both children and adults, and restaurants bursting with exotic menus.
Beside it, the Ruda Pool is cheap to enter and exciting. The smell of chlorine hovers around the immediate area, but that is hardly surprising because it opens from the conventional tropical inside onto a sunshine area outside; and it has a slide, waves and two giant racoons parading around and enlivening the holiday for children. It is open until late in the evening, and screams are still coming from the building at nine o'clock at night.
Back up the road lies Croyde village: once sleepy, no doubt, but now pretty and old and offering good food and the finest ice-cream shop this side of the Atlantic.
Miraculously, the village rarely jams with traffic and rarely tastes of exhaust fumes. Instead, it is sunny and green and full of richness. The houses are of stone, animals are within metres of the village centre and, despite the visitors that flood the area in summer, it continues to embody a rural life that we usually have to read about in old books.
It is because of these things that we love Croyde and travel there so often. It is the sort of place that gets inside you and stays there; it spices your dreams when you are away and welcomes you when you return. The thought of going back can make even the local shops, the city centre and the bus shelter more bearable.

Comments   This is an effusive but maturely written description that is awarded A*. It has a philosophical but not irrelevant opening, to which the writer returns for the touch of humour at the end of the final paragraph. We are led through the different parts of Croyde that are described, and there is use of the senses, including effective onomatopoeia ('crashing', 'rustling'). There is metaphor too ('tropical', 'sleepy', 'spices your dreams') and alliteration ('stretching soft'). There is a range of discourse markers (including 'Miraculously') and the vocabulary is assured and confident ('luring', 'template', 'enlivening', 'embody').

